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Schafer / Cox Cup
The challenge was set to participate in the annual Student v teacher games for 2021 and to

see who ultimately will have bragging rights for the remainder of year. 

This year the cup was named after Mrs Schafer - Yr 12 Dean and Mr Cox - Yr 12 Deputy

Principal with the competition comprising of 3 sports - Soccer, Basketball and Touch

Football. As the games drew closer, the 'chat' between teachers and students grew

louder with claims of a clean sweep to occur from the students. 

The first sport was soccer where students believed it would be a simple victory as they

had strong players in the academy as well as more young and nimble joints. To their

surprise, the teachers used their wisdom and experience to go 1 – 0 up in the Schafer /

Cox Cup. Dr Bowles led the team to a 1 -1 draw but a win in a penalty shoot-out secured

the win with the pressure mounting and proving too much for the year 12's. Player of the

game was Mr Naidoo but well supported by a halfway shot and goal to Mr Turp. 

The second sport saw basketball where the students claim to be taking it more 'seriously'

now. First break saw the sports centre lined with students and supporting teachers for a

fierce battle. At the conclusion of basketball teachers remained 1 – 0 up in the Schafer /

Cox Cup. Mrs Schafer led the team to a 15 all draw with players of the game being Mr

Brent and Ms Russell. Who knew a former professional netballer would be good at

basketball. 

Lastly, it came down to touch football where the students rolled out their 'BIG' guns with

their Met East representatives.  Students got the victory today 5-2 in Touch. 

Teachers and students lock it up at 1 – 1 up in the Schafer / Cox Cup after the draw in

Basketball meaning we split the cup this year. 

Thanks to everyone who participated with teachers ending up with 5 reserves and we

definitely needed it!!

Our aim was to have some fun and thank the year 12 fabulous dean Mrs Schafer and Coxy

for all their tremendously hard work this year. 

Until next year when we do the Batchler/ Cox Cup…. 
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